Abstract-One of the fundamental challenges in deploying multimedia systems, such as telemedicine, education, space endeavors, marketing, crisis management, transportation, and military, is to deliver smooth and uninterruptible flow of audio-visual information, anytime and anywhere. A multimedia system may consist of various devices (PCs, laptops, PDAs, smart phones, etc.) interconnected via heterogeneous wireline and wireless networks. In such systems, multimedia content originally authored and compressed with a certain format may need bit rate adjustment and format conversion in order to allow access by receiving devices with diverse capabilities (display, memory, processing, decoder). Thus, a transcoding mechanism is required to make the content adaptive to the capabilities of diverse networks and client devices. A video transcoder can perform several additional functions. For example, if the bandwidth required for a particular video is fluctuating due to congestion or other causes, a transcoder can provide fine and dynamic adjustments in the bit rate of the video bitstream in the compressed domain without imposing additional functional requirements in the decoder. In addition, a video transcoder can change the coding parameters of the compressed video, adjust spatial and temporal resolution, and modify the video content and/or the coding standard used. This paper provides an overview of several video transcoding techniques and some of the related research issues. We introduce some of the basic concepts of video transcoding, and then review and contrast various approaches while highlighting critical research issues. We propose solutions to some of these research issues, and identify possible research directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
V IDEO transcoding performs one or more operations, such as bit rate and format conversions, to transform one compressed video stream to another. Transcoding can enable multimedia devices of diverse capabilities and formats to exchange video content on heterogeneous network platforms such as the Internet. One scenario is delivering a high-quality multimedia source (such as a DVD or HDTV) to various receivers (such as PDAs, Pocket PCs, and fast desktop PCs) on wireless and wireline networks. Here, a transcoder (placed at the transmitter, receiver or somewhere in the network) can generate appropriate bitstream threads directly from the original bitstream without having to decode and re-encode. To suit available network bandwidth, a video transcoder can perform dynamic adjustments in the bit-rate of the video bitstream without additional functional requirements in the decoder. Another scenario is a video conferencing system on the Internet in which the participants may be using different terminals. Here, a video transcoder can offer dual functionality: provide video format conversion to enable content exchange, and perform dynamic bit rate adjustment to facilitate proper scheduling of network resources. Thus, video transcoding is one of the essential components for current and future multimedia systems that aim to provide universal access [13] .
Currently, several video compression standards exist for different multimedia applications. Each standard may be used in a range of applications but is optimized for a limited range. H.261, H.263, H.263 designed by ITU (International Telecommunication Unit) are aimed for low-bit-rate video applications such as videophone and videoconferencing. MPEG standards are defined by ISO (International Organization for Standardization). MPEG-2 is aimed for high bit rate high quality applications such as digital TV broadcasting and DVD, and MPEG-4 is aimed at multimedia applications including streaming video applications on mobile devices. As the number of applications increases and various networks such as wireline and wireless integrate with each other, inter-compatibility between different systems and different platforms are becoming highly desirable. Transcoding is needed both within and across different standards to allow the interoperation of multimedia streams. As shown in Fig. 1 , adjustment of coding parameters of compressed video, spatial and temporal resolution conversions, insertion of new information such as digital watermarks or company logos, and enhanced error resilience can also be done through transcoding.
Scalable coding is another approach to enable bit-rate adjustment. Traditional scalability in video compression can be of three types: SNR scalability, spatial scalability, and temporal scalability. To achieve different levels of video quality, the video source is first encoded with low PSNR, low spatial resolution, or low frame-rate to form a base layer. The residual information between the base layer and the original input is then encoded to form one or more enhancement layers. Additional enhancement layers enhance the quality by adding the residual information. However, if pre-encoded video is used, scalable coding is inflexible since the number of different predefined layers is limited 1 and the bit-rate of the target video cannot be reduced lower than the bit-rate of the base layer. Thus, scalability alone does not solve the bit-rate adjustment problem.
This paper provides a comprehensive survey of video transcoding techniques. We discuss various research issues arising in transcoding and illustrate them using an architectural approach. An architecture, which can be implemented in hardware or software, shows various algorithmic modules, as well as their operations. We present several transcoding architectures with varying levels of efficiency and functional modules. We categorize these architectures and present various examples within a category. We discuss various outstanding issues and provide future directions. The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II provides the basic requirements and functionalities of transcoding. Section III classifies various transcoding architectures and discusses the basic problems. Sections IV and V describe techniques of homogeneous transcoding (with similar standard) and heterogeneous video transcoding (between different standards), respectively. Section VI reviews some research issues. Section VII concludes the paper with final remarks.
II. REQUIREMENTS AND FUNCTIONALITIES
The first and most important challenge in the context of a video conferencing is to provide transcoding on the fly with realtime speed and without any interruption of video flow [17] , [49] . There are three basic requirements in transcoding [2] , [42] : 1) the information in the original bitstream should be exploited as much as possible; 2) the resulting video quality of the new bitstream should be as high as possible, or as close as possible to the bitstream created by coding the original source video at the reduced rate; 3) in real-time applications, the transcoding delay and memory requirement should be minimized to meet real-time constraints.
A video transcoder can provide several functions, including adjustment of bit rate and format conversion. We illustrate these functionalities and their classification in Fig. 2 .
Homogeneous transcoding performs conversion between video bitstreams of the same standard. A simple technique to transcode a video to lower bit rate is to increase the quantization step at the encoder part in the transcoder [35] , [43] . Spatial resolution can be done in a number of ways (see Fig. 3 ) [24] . One possibility is to transcode from normal video to a video containing only the region of interest. Fig. 4 illustrates that a transcoder can down-sample a scene to the object of interest (determined through meta information). This may be done using some meta information. In subsampling, filtering and pixel averaging to reduce spatial resolution [24] , [30] problems arise when passing motion vectors directly from the decoder to 1 MPEG-4 FGS allows more flexible control. the encoder. Thus, motion vectors need to be refined [32] , [37] . Frame-rate conversion is needed when the end-system supports only a lower frame-rate. With dropped frames, the incoming motion information is invalid because they point to the frames that do not exist in the transcoded bitstream.
A heterogeneous video transcoder provides conversions between existing and future video coding standards. It provides syntax conversion between these standards. Further, a heterogeneous video transcoder may also provide the functionalities of homogeneous transcoding. Transcoding may include additional functions such as error-resilience and logo or watermark insertion. These functions will be described in the paper subsequently.
III. VIDEO TRANSCODING ARCHITECTURES

A. Open-Loop Transcoder and Closed-Loop Transcoder
The most straightforward transcoding architecture is to cascade the decoder and encoder directly as shown in Fig. 5(a) . In this architecture, the incoming source video stream is fully decoded, and then re-encoded the decoded video into the target video stream with desirable bit-rate or format, with no degradation in the visual quality due to transcoding. The more detailed manifestation of the cascaded transcoder is shown in Fig. 5(b) .
In predictive coding, a coded video frame is predicted from other frames and only the prediction error (residue error) is coded. For the decoder to operate properly, the video frames reconstructed and stored in decoder predictor must be exactly the same as those in the encoder predictor. Decoding of a transcoded video would result in errors if the predictors of the decoder are different from those of the original encoder; these errors would accumulate with time through the whole group of pictures (GOP). The error accumulation resulting from encoder/decoder predictor mismatch is called "drift" error [7] .
In order to understand how the drift error comes, let us consider the architectures of the cascaded decoder and encoder transcoder in Fig. 5(b) and an open-loop transcoder with re-quantization scheme in Fig. 6 .
From Fig. 5(b) , we can get
where In Fig. 6 , the open-loop transcoder starts with the de-quantization of the DCT coefficients using the original quantizer levels . These coefficients are re-encoded with a different quantizer for output bit rate reduction. From Fig. 6 , we get (4) Comparing (4) with (3), the drift error of frame can be expressed as
We can see that represents an error in the reference picture that is used for motion compensation (MC). This error may be caused by re-quantization, elimination of some nonzero DCT coefficients, or by integer truncation [47] . In video compression, Intra-coded frames (I frames) are encoded without reference frame, MC is not needed in encoding I frames, so the transcoding of I frames is not subject to the drift. Bi-directionally predictive coded frames (B frames) are not used for predicting future frames [7] . Therefore, the transcoding of B frames does not contribute to the propagation and accumulation of the drift. The drift error is only caused by the transcoding operation of INTER coded frames, and can accumulate through a GOP, the quality deterioration gradually increases until the next I-frame refreshes the video scene [1] , [3] , [47] .
Open-loop transcoders contain no feedback loop in the transcoding architecture for compensating the drift error. They aim for minimum transcoding complexity, and thus only modify the encoded DCT coefficients to reduce the overall bit rate [1] . Open-loop transcoders include selective transmission and re-quantization. Selective transmission [8] , [34] discards high frequency DCT coefficients of a block. Re-quantization architectures re-quantize the motion compensated residue errors to adapt to the bit-rate requirement [34] , as shown in Fig. 6 . Both approaches operate in the frequency domain and are rather simple to implement. Both of them change the residue error and alter the content in the decoder predictor. Therefore, when the decoder decodes the video processed by an open-loop algorithm, the predictors would be different from those of the original encoder, leading to drift errors.
Closed-loop transcoders contain a feedback loop in the transcoding architecture in order to correct the transcoding distortion (see Figs. 7 and 8 as examples) by compensating the drift in the transcoder [2] , [17] , [34] . We will focus on the closed-loop architectures in the following subsections and classify them in various categories.
B. Spatial-Domain Video Transcoding
Fig. 5(b) shows a spatial-domain transcoding architecture (SDTA) that can perform dynamic bit-rate adaptation via the rate-control at the encoder side. This architecture is flexible since the decoder-loop and the encoder-loop can be totally independent of each other (e.g., they can operate at different bit-rates, frame-rates, picture resolutions, coding modes, and even different standards). This architecture is drift-free, but its computational complexity is high for real-time applications. Since a pre-encoded video stream arriving at a transcoder already carries useful information such as the picture type, motion vectors (MV), quantization step-size, bit-allocation statistics, etc., it is possible to construct transcoders with different complexity and performance in terms of coding efficiency and video quality. Intuitively, most of the motion information and the mode decision information received in the video decoder can be reused in the video encoder without introducing significant degradation on visual quality. Thus, motion estimation, the most time-consuming operation in video encoding which accounts for 60%-70% of the encoder computation [30] , is avoided. This leads to an SDTA that can reuse MVs [shown in Fig. 7(a) ]. This architecture saves the motion estimation operation, which is the most time-consuming module. The pre-encoded source video is decoded in the spatial-domain by performing variablelength decoding (VLD), inverse quantization , IDCT, and motion compensation. In the encoder, the motion compensated residue errors are encoded into frequency-domain through DCT, re-quantization , and variable length coding (VLC). The motion compensation operation at the encoding end is also performed in the spatial domain for the prediction operation. The MV reuse approach is useful in complexity reduction for motion estimation in video transcoding [17] .
The architectures in Fig. 7 (a) and the Figs. 8 and 9 include two optional functional blocks placed between the decoder and encoder: spatial/temporal resolution reduction (STR) module and MV composition and refinement (MVCR) module. STR allows the source video to be transcoded to target video with different spatial/temporal resolution accordingly. MVRC is needed to adjust the MVs when STR is applied. When transcoding without spatial/temporal resolution reduction, the SDTA architecture can be further simplified into Fig. 7 (b), [2] , in which only one feedback loop is employed.
C. Frequency-Domain Transcoding
Exploiting the structural redundancy of the architecture in Fig. 7 and the linearity of the DCT/IDCT, a structurally simpler but functionally equivalent frequency-domain transcoding architecture is possible [8] , which can be further simplified [2] , [4] , [23] , as shown in Fig. 8 . In this architecture, only VLD and inverse quantization are performed to get DCT value of each block in the decoder end. At the encoder end, the motion compensated residue errors are encoded through re-quantization, and VLC. The reference frame memory in the encoder end stores the DCT values after inverse quantization, that are then fed to the frequency-domain MC module to reduce drift error. This is referred to as frequency-domain transcoding architecture (FDTA).
In this architecture, motion compensation is performed in the frequency domain using a MV reusing algorithm. Detail frequency domain MC algorithm can be found in [2] and [31] . An FDTA may need less computation but suffer from the drift problem due to nonlinearity operations, which includes subpixel motion compensation, and DCT coefficients clipping during MC. FDTAs also lack flexibility and are mostly fitted for bi-rate transcoding. Recently, researchers have studied frequency-domain motion estimation that may eliminate some of these constraints [18] .
D. A Hybrid-Domain Transcoding Architecture
Various transcoding algorithms provide tradeoff between the computational complexity and reconstructed video quality. In order to reduce the computational complexity while maintain the reconstructed video quality, ME should be omitted and DCT/IDCT should be avoided if possible. For example, the architecture in [45] uses MC for P frames only. I frames are intra coded, which need no ME and MC, and thus, IDCT/DCT for I frames can be omitted in principle. But since I frames are the anchors for subsequent P and B frames, the IDCT at the decoder stage, inverse quantization and IDCT at the encoder stage for I frames are still needed to reconstruct the reference frames, while DCT at the encoder stage can be omitted. Since P frames are also the anchors for the following P and B frames, MC, DCT, and IDCT cannot be omitted. For B frames, which are not the reference frames for the subsequent frames, drift error generated in B frames would not propagated through the video sequence, so MC of B frames can be removed without introducing significant degradation on visual quality of reconstructed pictures. Thus, DCT/IDCT in all B frames can be omitted, and the transcoding of B frames can be directly done in the DCT domain.
We can further reduce the transcoding delay without degrading the video quality in this architecture. P frames with frequent scene changes and rapid motion may contain a large number of INTRA blocks. One can further omit the IDCT/DCT and MC operation of these INTRA blocks in P frames. In other words, blocks of I and B pictures and INTRA blocks of P pictures are transcoded in frequency-domain, the spatial-domain motion compensation is done only when the block is inter block in P frames. We call this transcoding architecture as hybrid domain transcoding architecture (HDTA), as shown in Fig. 9 .
From the simulation results in [45] , compared to SDTA with MV reused, the HDTA has less complexity, which speeds up the transcoding operation, but has the expense of some degradation in picture quality. Compared with frequency domain transcoder, this transcoder performs DCT/IDCT and MC when the block is INTER block in P frames, which may increase the transcoding delay but has better visual quality.
IV. HOMOGENEOUS VIDEO TRANSCODING
Homogeneous transcoding performs conversion between video bitstreams of the same standard. A high quality source video may be transcoded to a target video bitstream of lower quality, with different spatial/temporal resolutions, and different bit rates. The following subsections describe some of the research issues in homogeneous transcoding.
A. Reducing Bits With Fixed Resolution
For fixed spatial and temporal resolution, we can reduce the bit rate using the following two techniques:
Re-Quantization: A simple technique to transcoding a video to lower bit rate is to increase the quantization step at the encoder part in the transcoder [26] , [35] , [43] . This decreases the number of nonzero quantized coefficients thus decreasing the amount of bits in the outgoing bitstream. Requantizing is a good compromise between the complexity and reconstructed image quality, and can control the bit-rate reduction.
Selective Transmission: Since most of the energy is concentrated at the lower frequency band of an image, discarding (truncating) some of the higher ac frequency coefficients [1] , [30] , [34] can preserve the picture quality, but may introduce a blocking effect in the reconstructed target video.
B. Spatial Resolution Reduction
Reduction in spatial resolution can obviously lower the bit rate. In this subsection, we describe some common video transcoding techniques.
Filtering and Subsampling: Filtering and subsampling are common techniques to reduce spatial resolution [24] , [30] , [48] . Shanableh [30] proposed a filter that can be used both horizontal and vertical directions for luminance and chrominance; the image is then down-sampled by dropping every alternate pixel in the both horizontal and vertical directions.
Pixel Averaging: Pixel averaging [30] is another common technique in which every m m pixels are represented by a single pixel of their average value. Pixel averaging is the simplest method but the reconstructed pictures may become blurred. Discarding High Order DCT Coefficients: To reduce the spatial resolution, some algorithms [30] , [34] , [38] remove the higher ac frequency coefficients. When transcoding four macroblocks into one macroblock, Tan [38] adopted a DCT decimation method in which every four input blocks of 8 8 pixels, corresponding to an area of 16 16 pixels, are first DCT transformed. DCT decimation delivers better quality for image down-sampling over filtering or pixel-averaging, but for large bit rate reduction greater than 25%, this method produces poor-quality blocky pictures [34] .
Motion Vector Composition and Refinement: In subsampling, filtering and pixel averaging to reduce resolution, problems arise when passing MVs directly from the decoder to the encoder. Fig. 10 shows how multiple MVs are merged to a single MV when resolution is reduced by a factor of two in each dimension. The single MV, if composed properly, should reflect the precision of four MVs as much as possible.
Various methods are proposed to compose a single motion vector from multiple motion vectors: 1) Random: Selecting one of the incoming MVs in random [3] . The method is fast but inefficient. 2) Mean: Taking the average or mean of some MVs. These MVs can be in the corresponding area in the source video, or have the same direction [32] , [48] , or have some correlation between the neighboring macroblocks [30] . This technique may yield poor results if the magnitude of one of the input MVs is significantly larger than the rest. 3) Weighted Average (WA): Taking the weighted average of the incoming MVs, where each MV is weighted by the spatial activity of the perspective prediction error [32] , [33] . This method is prone to noise in candidate MVs and may bias the MV when original MVs are aimed in various directions. 4) Weighted Median (WM): Extracting the motion vector situated in the middle of the rest of the MVs by computing the Euclidean distances between each MV [3] , [30] , [46] . This method yields good performance, but requires substantial computation in determining the median MV. 5) DCmax: Composing an MV by the corresponding MV with maximum dc coefficients of residual blocks in the source video [5] . This method takes a little more computation than the Mean, but yields better performance than the Mean and the WA. In all of these methods, the magnitude of the new MV is scaled down by a factor (normally by 2) to reflect the spatial resolution transcoding. Takahashi [37] applied a MV composition technique for arbitrary ratio spatial resolution scaling by selecting a single MV from multiple MVs of MPEG-2 MBs. Since simple motion-vector reuse schemes may introduce considerable quality degradation in many applications, and the MV composition methods are suboptimal, MV refinements techniques at the encoder end are proposed [3] , [30] , [37] . Since the passed MVs will almost be the same as the recalculated ones, we can refine them to get more appropriate values. The refinement can be done in a small search window around the passed MV [49] .
MB Coding Mode Decision:
The decision modes obtained from the high-quality original bitstream are not optimum for re-encoding at the reduced rate in rate reduction by requantizing. In the worst case, macroblocks might be coded in the wrong mode. For instance, a macroblock that should be SKIPPED at the encoder of the transcoder, due to a larger quantization making all coefficients zero, could be coded as an INTER macroblock since it was coded as an INTER macroblock at the transmitter.
To solve this problem, Sun [34] proposed to always re-evaluate the macroblock type at the encoder of the transcoder. Bjork are zero and if they are coded as SKIPPED, else check again whether the macroblock has to be coded in INTRA or INTER mode. Problems also arise when passing the coding type of four macroblocks as one directly from the decoder to the encoder when doing a resolution reduction by a factor of two in each dimension; Fig. 11 If the four original macroblocks are all intra-coded, the new macroblock is also intra-coded. Otherwise, the new macroblock is inter-coded. Those intra-coded macroblocks, which do not provide any motion information, are viewed as inter-coded blocks with zero-valued MV [32] .
C. Temporal Resolution Reduction
Reduction in frame rate may save bits that can be used in the remaining frames to maintain acceptable overall picture quality for each frame. In addition, frame-rate conversion is needed when the end-system supports only a lower frame-rate. With dropped frames, the incoming MVs are not valid because they point to the frames that do not exist in the transcoded bitstream. One has to derive a new set of MVs taking into account the MVs of the dropped frames.
Bilinear Interpolation: Hwang [12] developed a bilinear interpolation method to estimate the MVs from the current frame to the previous nonskipped frame given the MVs between every adjacent frame are known. The newly located position based on this interpolated MV serves as the new search center, thus reducing the search range. The number of skipped frames and the accumulated magnitudes of their MVs decide the size of the search area.
Forward Dominant Vector Selection (FDVS): As shown in Fig. 12 , this method proposed by Youn and Sun [49] selects the dominant MV (defined as the MV carried by a macroblock that has the largest overlapping segment with the block pointed by the incoming MV) from the four neighboring macroblocks. The best-matched area pointed by the MV of the current macroblock occurring after a dropped frame overlaps with at most four macroblocks in the previous dropped frame. The MV of the macroblock with the largest overlapping portion is selected and added to the current MV. This process is repeated each time a frame is dropped until a new set of MVs is composed for the first encoded frame after the frame dropping. Due to the dropped frames, the distance between the current frame and previous anchor frame becomes larger, and the extracted macroblock type may not be suitable.
Telescopic Vector Composition (TVC):
This technique [30] accumulates all the MVs of the corresponding macroblocks of the dropped frames and add each resultant composed MV to its correspondence in the current frame. This technique also carries out new macroblock decision and MV refinement.
Activity-Dominant Vector Selection (ADVS):
This algorithm [5] utilizes the activity of the macroblock to decide the choice of the MV. The activity information of a macroblock is represented by counting the number of nonzero quantized DCT coefficients of covered 8 8 residual blocks; other statistics, such as the sum of the absolute values of DCT coefficients, etc. These quantities are proportional to the spatial-activity measurement. The higher the activity of the macroblock, the more significant will be the motion of the macroblock. Since the quantized DCT coefficients of prediction errors are available in the incoming bitstream of transcoder, the computation for counting the nonzero coefficients is very little.
Among the above methods, the bilinear interpolation needs multiple memories to store the incoming MVs of all the dropped frames. The FDVS approach can achieve better performance with less computation than the bilinear interpolation. Another advantage of FDVS over the bilinear interpolation scheme is that when multiple frames are dropped, it can be processed in the forward order, eliminating the need for multiple memories needed to store the incoming MVs of all the dropped frames. TVC needs less computation than FDVS, while its picture quality is little lower or the same as that of FDVS. In most cases, the FDVS and ADVS would choose the same MV. ADVS is superior to the FDVS, especially for the high motion case but has a little more complexity than FDVS. Fung and Chan [10] proposed a frequency-domain frame rate reduction transcoding scheme with a direct addition (DA) of the DCT coefficients for MBs, which are coded without MC, to deactivate most of the complex modules of the transcoder.
D. Transcoding Between Multiple and Single Layers
Multi-layered coding provides scalable video quality [19] . For example, MPEG-4 has standardized a scalable coding scheme referred to as fine granularity scalability (FGS) [15] . With this scheme, a base layer and an enhancement layer bitstreams are generated. The base is coded with the usual motion-compensated DCT techniques and is compliant to the Advanced Streaming Profile, while the enhancement is coded with a bit-plane coding method that is supported in the FGS Profile. The key advantage to this coding method is that it allows the enhancement layer bitstream to be truncated into any number of bits within each frame to provide partial enhancement proportional to the number of bits decoded for each frame [19] . The quality of the reconstructed frame is proportional to the number of enhancement bits received [22] .
In [21] , Liang and Tan proposed an SDTA to cascaded FGS decoder and single-layer encoder with MV reused as shown in Fig. 13 . In [22] , Lin proposed a simplified partial FDTA employing the information provided by the enhancement video to improve the quality of the target video, as shown in Fig. 14. 
V. HETEROGENEOUS VIDEO TRANSCODING
A heterogeneous video transcoder provides conversions between various standards, for instance, MPEG-2 to H.263 transcoder, MPEG-2 to MPEG-4 transcoder, H.263 to MPEG-4 transcoder, etc., Further, a heterogeneous video transcoder may also provide the functionalities of homogeneous transcoding [9] , [11] , [30] . Several techniques aimed for homogeneous transcoding can also be exploited in heterogeneous transcoding.
A. Main Issues in Heterogeneous Transcoding
A heterogeneous transcoder needs a syntax conversion module, and may change the picture type, picture resolution, directionality of MVs, and picture rate. A heterogeneous transcoder must adjust the features of the incoming video to enable the features of the outgoing video [9] . Due to spatial-temporal subsampling, and different encoding format of the output sequence, the encoder and decoder motion compensation loops in a heterogeneous transcoder are more complex. A number of differences exist among various video coding standards (see Table I ).
B. Generic Heterogeneous Transcoder
A generic heterogeneous transcoder is showed in Fig. 15 . In this architecture, syntax conversion (SC) is needed to convert the syntax of source video to that of the target video. A higher resolution decoder decodes the incoming bitstream. The extracted MVs are then post-processed according to the desired output encoding structure, and if required, they are properly scaled down to suit the lower spatial-temporal resolution encoder. In case post-processing is not sufficient, the extracted MVs are refined to improve the encoding efficiency. The decoded pictures are accordingly down-sampled spatially or temporally, and the down-sampled images are encoded with the new MVs. Since the incoming MVs are re-employed, and other encoding decisions, such as macroblock types can be extracted from the incoming bitstream, the architecture of this transcoder can be further simplified.
In this architecture, the MVs of the incoming bitstream are employed in the outgoing one, the extracted MVs have to be converted to be compatible with the encoding nature of the output bitstream. Note that the nature of extraction of the MVs and their usage depend on the picture type. The algorithm proposed in [30] assuming the motion between the pictures is uniform, such that the forward and the reverse MVs are images of each other, or an inter-frame MV is a scaled version of a larger picture distance and so on. In case no MV is found, one might either use a (0, 0) MV or in the worst-case intra-frame code the underlying macroblock. In [30] , encoding format of MPEG-1, 2 is first transcoded into H.261/H.263, the algorithm adopted the incoming motion parameters of a sub GOP of up to three frames to produce several candidate MVs for the outgoing picture. Then all the estimated MVs are compared, and the one that gives the least coding error in terms of sum of absolute differences (SAD) is chosen. The best MV was then refined by half-pixel (or one pixel) motion estimation to produce near-optimum results. Second, transcoding from encoding format of H.261/H.263 into H.263 PB frames. The new MVs of both P and B frames were calculated in a similar manner to that used in the first case. After the new MVs are obtained, and spatial or temporal reduction is performed, the encoder in the heterogeneous transcoder can code every picture according to the picture type of the new format.
VI. RELATED RESEARCH ISSUES
This section discusses some related research issues that can benefit transcoding.
A. Rate Control in Transcoding
The goal of rate control in video coding and transcoding is to achieve a target bit-rate with good and consistent visual quality. Rate control for transcoding a pre-compressed bitstream may exploit certain information extracted from compressed bit streams to assist in bit-rate regulation. This information can be motion estimation, input bit rate/output bit rate, INTRA/INTER mode decision, and picture complexity. In the widely used MPEG-2 Test Model 5 (TM5) [14] , a picture complexity measure characterizes the difficulty in coding a picture, such that the target number of bits for coding that picture is proportional to its complexity. One can compute the complexity measures of pictures from an input bitstream, and then use them for bit-allocation in recoding these pictures. The rate control algorithm used in [39] belongs to this category. However, the complexity measures defined in TM5 are dependent on the coding bit-rate. Therefore, the complexity measure calculated from the input video bitstream at the input bit-rate may not be suitable to directly serve as the complexities for coding the pictures at the output bit-rate. Xin [46] proposed a scheme to estimate the picture complexities of an output video using the coding statistics computed from the input video stream. A Lagrangia-based rate-distortion optimization technique has been exploited for bit allocation during transcoding [2] , but it is suitable for nonreal-time application due to high computational complexity.
In MPEG-2 to MPEG-4 transcoding, the conventional TM5 and MPEG-4 VM18 [20] rate control strategy are not suitable for transcoding due to the following reasons: TM5 cannot resort to changing the temporal coding parameter to obtain the desired bit rate. VM18 adopts Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) as coding complexity to estimate the target bit allocation, but it is difficult to obtain MAD in video transcoding, since MC and ME are normally not performed (to reduce transcoding complexity) and most transcoding processing is performed in the frequency domain.
In [36] , we presented an effective rate control scheme for MPEG-2 to MPEG-4 transcoding using a DCT-based encoding complexity. The proposed algorithm (named DRC) determines the spatial coding parameters to realize very low target birate transcoding. In addition, the algorithm effectively minimizes the buffer overflow or underflow. Experimental results presented in Fig. 16(a) and (b) shows the picture quality and buffer fullness, respectively, for Stefen video sequence (which contains rapid motion). Fig. 16(c) shows how the transcoder reacts when there is sudden scene change. Tables II and III show the effects of rate control on transcoding using TM5, VM18 and our algorithm, without and with frame skipping, respectively.
B. Error-Resilient Transcoding for Video Over Wireless Channel
Error resilience is the ability of a bitstream to accommodate to the channel conditions and yet produce acceptable quality. An error-resilient transcoder can improve video quality in the TABLE II  TRANSCODING EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITHOUT FRAME SKIPPING   TABLE III TRANSCODING EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH FRAME SKIPPING presence of errors while maintaining the input bit rate over wireless channels. Reyes [28] describe a method to maintain quality for video transcoding for wireless channels. The method is based on analytical models that characterize how corruption propagates in a video that is compressed using motion-compensated encoding and subjected to bit errors. Dogan [6] used adaptive intra refresh (AIR) and feedback control signaling (FCS) methods to improve the error resilience of compressed video in the transcoding operation. The AIR method prevents the error propagation within a video stream by using a pre-determined number of intra MBs. The FCS method uses a feedback signal from receiver to adapt the encoding scheme.
C. Logo Insertion Scheme in Video Transcoding
A useful feature in video transcoding is to insert a logo in the bitstream. Logos can be transparent or nontransparent. Since a logo affects only a part of the video picture sequence and a small portion of the picture, one can reuse the incoming MVs during logo insertion for the part unaffected by logo. For MBs that are affected by the logo, the reference MBs may no longer be the best matching MB [29] . Various strategies can be developed for modifying the MVs and changing the macroblock prediction mode in the log areas and the logo-affected parts separately. Panusopone [27] proposed several schemes to adapt the MVs to make the effect of logo insertion smaller. To ensure good perceptual video quality, the quantization scales in the logo area can also be modified [44] .
D. Object-Based Transcoding
A key advantage of object-based coding schemes is that the quality of each video object may be varied based on its complexity and available bandwidth [40] , [41] . Various techniques can be employed to reduce the rate depending on the ratio of incoming to outgoing rate, and since the goal is to provide the best overall quality for objects of varying complexity, the degradation of each object need not be the same. Under severe network conditions, a transcoder may consider dropping less relevant objects from the scene. Vetro proposed a dynamic programming approach and a meta-data based approach in object-based transcoding [40] , showing promising results.
E. Transcoding to H.264
The new H.264 is substantially different from previous MPEG and ITU standards (see Table I ). It is a joint effort of MPEG and ITU with the first version finalized in May 2003 [16] , and aims to deliver far more high-quality video at all bit rates, including low bit rates. It can also operate in a low-delay mode to adapt to real-time communications applications like video conferencing, while allowing higher processing delay where there are less time constraints, for video storage, server-based streaming etc. It also provides the tools needed to deal with packet loss in packet networks and bit errors in error-prone wireless networks. In H.264, video compression techniques are quite different from those in the previous video compression standards. The syntax and the algorithms used in H.264 are so different that transcoding a video compressed by traditional DCT-based standards to H.264 will face many difficulties, especially to perform transcoding in the frequency domain. The following issues are worthy to be studied in the H.264 related transcoding.
• As shown in Table I 
VII. CONCLUSION
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